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Why Cooling Matters? 



Emerging Markets – two extremes 



Sustainable Development Goals 

Cold sits at the nexus of the SDGs 



Cooling is not just air-conditioning 



19 cooling appliances installed every second 
for next 30 years 

data collated from GCI, Giz Prtoklima and IEA  



The Energy Conundrum of Cooling for All 



Thinking thermally 

The question is ‘what is the service we require and how can we provide it in the least 
damaging way’, rather than ‘how much electricity do I need to generate?’ 



System approach to cooling 

	
Using cold 
Reduce cold loads  
Increase efficiency and reduce GWP 
of conventional technologies 
New technologies to harness new  
stores and vectors 
 
Managing cold 
Monitoring, controls and management 
 
Financing Cold 
How do we charge and pay for cold 

Financing Cold 

 
Making cold 
Harness waste/unused resources e.g.: 
‘wrong time’ renewable energy (e.g. wind), 
waste cold (e.g. LNG) ambient heat & cold 
(e.g. ground source) 
 
Storing cold 
Thermal energy storage to warehouse  
 
Moving cold 
New energy vectors and material to shift 
cold 
	

Low grade heat resources 
-  Process waste heat 
-  Geothermal 
-  Solar 

 
Cold Resources – Numerous resources exist for example: 
-  Waste cold of Liquefied natural gas (LNG)  
-  Deep Lake or sea water 
-  Sky cooling 

There are opportunities to access thermal resources to meet cooling needs sustainably. 



Ladder of Opportunities  



Smart Thermal Systems - What do we need to do? 

1. Think how cooling demand 
fits into the wider electrical 
and energy system + 
opportunities to use it for 
demand side flexibility – 
energy system thinking 

2. Think how cooling fits into 
attempts to decarbonise 
transport – clean transport 

3. Think how waste or 
surplus renewable 
resources can be 
accessed via process 
integration or storage? 

 

becomes 

Solving the cooling challenge requires a comprehensive systems approach recognising multiple interdependencies requires 
bundles of technologies and  integrated measures and policies. These need to be fit for market and fit for finance 
	



Demand-side management and behavioural change 
  

Priority Setting 

Implementation 
Challenges 

Policy Interventions 

Novel business 
models 

Partnerships for 
delivery 

Cooling spans many sectors. Solutions will be complex, integrated across sectors; and need to be “fit for 
market” 



Barriers 
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Novel business models … Cooling as a service 

Equipment 
Monitoring and 
Maintenance 

Usage 
Management 

Energy 

Buy or lease In-house Contract 3rd party or own 
generation 

 Single “lease” based contract  
Can have a success-related payment structure linked to efficiency 

3rd party or own 
generation 

 Single contract possibly with two elements to the bill based on RT (Refrigeration Tonnage) –  
 

1. Demand charges are associated with the system costs for infrastructure, operations, and 
maintenance and based on the amount of cooling your property requires.  

  
2. Usage charges are the energy costs to produce refrigeration (i.e  the chilled water in the case 
of District Cooling). This is metered.   This could be charged as either a variable against demand 

or as a flat rate plus an excess fee. 

 Single contract based on service provided by cooling  
i,e. per ton of food produce stored or moved (Coldhub model extended ) or size of flat and hours of 
cooling – “I want temperature to be maintained between at 22-24’C”  whilst I am home / from 6pm 

to 10pm –  

Existing service based 
approach bringing maintenance 
and management into a single 
contract 

District Cooling model.   

Equipment sale 

Cooling as 
a Service 

CaaS in this form could unlock integrated maintenance benefits of enhanced leases, scale 
benefits of district cooling and delivery system optimisation opportunities e.g. intelligent building 

design or insulation practices through servitization 



Doing cold smarter 
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Global access to sustainable, affordable and resilient cooling to 
•  underpin health  
•  habitable, safe housing and work places 
•  reduce post-harvest food loss - protect food volume and quality; 

ensure efficient movement from farm to consumption centre 
•  Enhance economic wealth and security for farmers 
•  Achieve nutritional security and deliver safe food to the wider 

population 
•  plus, plus, plus …. 
 
and 
 
ensure  that the massive growth in demand for cooling is managed 
within the constraints of natural resources, local economies and 
underpins, rather than undermines  
ü CO2, Climate Change and pollution targets  
ü energy efficiency and resilience  
ü sustainable and affordable infrastructure 
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